
THIS SUMMER!
GO BIG

100% YOLO EXPERIENCE 
exclusively for 8 to 16 year olds 

A staycation adventure...
  POWER BOATING    KAYAKING    CAMPFIRES  

  HIGH ROPES    ZIPWIRES    SURFING    



REPEAT!

EAT, SLEEP,
ADVENTURE
Cooped-up kids and teens?  
Unleash your 8 to 16 year olds on an exhilarating
adventure this summer. It’s what your thrill seekers deserve.

Only the lucky few will experience this limited edition ‘surf and turf’ adventure to the naturally wild 
and wonderful North Devon coastline. Paddle down the River Torridge on kayaks and rafts, surf at 
Westward Ho!, explore the rugged North Devon coastline, star gaze by the camp fire, eat, sleep
(a bit) and then go again! Don’t miss out on this experience of a lifetime.

The Essentials...
When:
31st July - 6th August
or 7th - 13th August 2022

Where: 
Skern Lodge, North Devon
(with return transport included from London)

Price and what’s included:
£899 for a week’s all-inclusive adventure with 
premium watersports and activities.



Safety comes first. This trip will be led by some of the UK’s 
best, highly qualified instructors and hosted by experienced 
and caring Camp Beaumont coaches. And if that isn’t 
enough, life skills will be fine-tuned along the way – building 
self-confidence and resilience, improving communication, 
teamwork and problem-solving – all whilst enjoying the most 
incredible summer.

It goes without saying that all activities will be delivered in 
accordance with Government guidance and our tried and 
tested COVID-safe protocols. Camp Beaumont and Skern 
Lodge have safely welcomed thousands of children year on 
year so you can rest assured that your adventurers are in 
safe hands with us.

So a perfect match?
The smiles we create will 

give you the answer.

DOES A
PERFECT 
MATCH
EXIST?

TikTok and dog videos, 
Spiderman and MJ? 
Or perhaps PS5 and 
sold out stickers?

Well, we think we have found one for you! The teams at Camp Beaumont, the UK’s most experienced 
and brilliant day camp provider, and Skern Lodge, the finest outdoor adventure destination in the UK, 
have joined forces to deliver this adrenaline fuelled, grin inducing adventure. 

Still not convinced?

The bits for the parents...



SIGN
ME UP!
Our brilliant team will get your 
child booked on, and provide any 
further information.

Adventures are the best way to learn. 
Fill your life with adventures not things. Have stories 

to tell and memories to enjoy forever.

www.skernlodge.co.uk/summercamps

01273 475 992 skern@skernlodge.co.uk 
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